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Ready to rumble

Need some Stick-Um?

Rival university clubs bring Fight
Night to Xavier

Fallout from offensive
costumes continues

By John Lafollette
Editor-in-Chief
A meeting of university officials and student representatives
concluded that recent events related to racial insensitivity around
Xavier’s campus require both
short and long term responses,
participants at the meeting said.
The university is still dealing
with fallout from costumes worn
at a student party over Halloween
weekend.
Photos posted on Facebook,
which have since been removed,
depicted two graduates of the
University of Cincinnati wearing
black face.
A town hall meeting has
been scheduled for 4:30 p.m. on
Thursday, Nov. 13 in the Gallagher
Student Center Theatre to which
all students are invited to discuss
the events and their ideas for the
future.
Jess Pasionek, the Student
Director of Diversity, will moderate the event on behalf of the
Student Government Association.
“While this is a disturbing incident, this is also an opportunity
to address the issue of diversity
in our community,” Pasionek and
SGA President Craig Scanlon said
in a statement.
“The meeting will allow for
open dialogue and conversation
in the hopes of moving toward a
more inclusive community,” the
statement said.
Dr. Kathleen Simons, Xavier’s
Associate Provost for Student Life
and Leadership said that the university needs to improve its “cultural competencies” at the student
and administrative levels.
“We’re still wrestling with
the best way to respond to this,”
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New students, graduating seniors polled on Xavier experience

Photo courtesy of Greg Rust

Faculty like Dr. Michael Sweeney, the Teacher of the Year for the 2007-08 academic year, likely contributed to
Xavier’s high rating in the NSSE report.

By Emily Hoferer
Managing Editor
First-year students are content
with academic life at Xavier, and
graduating seniors were pleased
with their Xavier experience, according to results from the 2008
National Survey of Student
Engagement.
The NSSE surveyed 904 students at Xavier to measure engagement of their first-year experience and their overall experience
once they are seniors.
NSSE is an alternative way to
assess a university. Many universities, including Xavier, are ranked in
other famous outlets, such as the
U.S. News & World Report’s an-
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MSG Michael Murphy (left) and LTC Patrick Hampton at the new Matthew
C. Mattingly Memorial outside the Armory.

medal for heroism, the Purple
Heart and the Air Medal with
Valor device.
The dedication ceremony itself was brief but emotionally
charged, and was held in the
Armory where Capt. Mattingly
u
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Survey shows satisfaction with Xavier

Simons said.
Dave Johnson, the director of
the Peace and Justice programs,
said that Thursday’s town hall
meeting was needed to make sure
that everyone on campus is on the
same page.
“We need to have a community
conversation now about how this
event has impacted Xavier,” he
said.
Simons said that as a representative of the student body in the
administration, she will be paying
close attention to student comments at the town hall meeting.
“I’m really looking to the students, to say ‘What do you think?’”
Simons said.
In addition to scheduling a
town hall meeting, a message
from Xavier president, Fr. Michael
Graham, S.J., was posted on the
portal last Thursday evening.
The timing of Fr. Graham’s response, which came almost a full
week after the night of the party,
was frustrating for students who
thought the message should have
come sooner.
Simons says that this frustration
stems from “unreasonable expectations,” and that the university’s
initial lack of information about
the incident, as well as scheduling
problems with Fr. Graham and
other university officials, made a
timelier response impossible.
“It’s not fair to respond to
something without all the facts,”
Simons said.
Simons said three other situations—matters having to do with
student discipline, the rally for
president-elect Barack Obama
on Nov.3 and the university’s
budget—also contributed to the
delay.
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Always Online:

Men’s basketball team turns over
the ball 28 times in Findlay win

Memorial dedicated to fallen Xavier grad
By Amy Windhorst
Campus News Editor
Just outside of the Xavier
University
Armory,
Capt.
Matthew C. Mattingly was
declared a “hero” during a
Veterans Day memorial dedication ceremony early Tuesday
afternoon.
The 1998 Xavier University
graduate died in combat on
Sept. 13, 2006 while stationed
as a paratrooper in Iraq.
He was killed in Mosul, Iraq,
when gunfire hit his helicopter.
During the battle, he was
able to save the lives of several
men on the ground, the Army
said.
Some of his decorations included the Bronze Star, which
is the military’s fourth-highest
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had first decided to pursue his
Army career. Friends, family and current ROTC students
filled the space.
“He heard the words of
Jesus and lived his life as salt

Continued on page 4
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nual top colleges ranking or rankings from the Princeton Review.
“The NSSE is the leading instrument of choice to solicit
feedback in students’ experiences
in higher education,” said Dr.
Kathleen Simons, the Associate
Provost for Student Life and
Leadership.
Richard Pulskamp, the director
of the office of Decision Support
and the person responsible for administering the survey and interpreting its results, said that NSSE
is important because it measures
the things that Xavier should be
doing, and what really matters to
the students.
“NSSE doesn’t test,” said
Pulskamp. “Instead it asks ‘are the
students here doing the things that
are necessary to their learning?’”
Of the 450 first-year students
surveyed, 93 percent had a favorable image of the university.
Pulskamp attributes the high firstyear rates to the effort that Xavier
puts into the first year experience.
Ninety percent of first-year
students said that they believe
Xavier is committed to their academic success.
The notable statistic from surveyed seniors was that 87 percent
would choose Xavier again if
they were to repeat their college
experience.
In the NSSE results, Xavier
is put into three comparison
groups.
The first is called the NSSE
Universe, which is all the universities that participated in the
survey.
The second is the masters
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group, which is universities with
master’s programs and the last is
Jesuit universities. According to
Pulskamp, Xavier ranks very favorably against the NSSE universe
and Masters groups and is on par
with other Jesuit institutions.
The survey has five focuses when assessing four-year
universities.
They include the level of academic challenges, level of active
and collaborative learning, which
includes community engagement
and group work, the student-faculty interaction, an enriching education experience and a supportive campus environment, such as
the availability of tutoring and the
accessibility of offices such as the
bursar and registrar.
Fifty-six percent of first-years
said that Xavier’s faculty is available, helpful and sympathetic.
While this may seem low, Xavier
ranks high when compared to all
other universities in the three different categories.
The results are from a survey
conducted via email in the spring.
First-year students are mostly
composed of the incoming freshman class, but also includes
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Chartwells recognizes communication gaps
By Kathryn Rosenbaum
News Editor
Chartwells is offering student
workers opportunities for work
outside Ryan’s Eatery and Pub because their hours were suddenly
cut. However, these opportunities
may not offer as many hours or
regularity as employment at Ryan’s
did.
Senior Director of Dining
Services Walter Silka said that “just
like any restaurant, Chartwells built
up their staff in the beginning and
then adjusted accordingly.”
Silka said that they could have
better communicated with students that their hours were not
guaranteed. Chartwells is trying to
offer other options for students;
however, these jobs might only offer students a few hours a week.
Silka said that student workers have the opportunity to work
three to four hours a week during

Survey
shows
satisfaction
with Xavier

Continued from page 1
students who completed their first
year at Xavier.
The seniors are measured as
students eligible to graduate in
May 2008 and include many nontraditional students.
Pulskamp said that NSSE
was the best compared to other
rankings.
He said that “U.S. News only
cares about selling magazines and
the Princeton Review only cares
about selling books.”
To him, NSSE does not have
these concerns and is therefore
the best survey.
Pulskamp said that improvements could be made in bettering
the sophomore experience and
to require students to do more
writing.
“We don’t do well on some
[categories], do well on others,”
he said. “There is always room to
grow.”
Simons said that she is proud
of the NSSE data but there is still
work to be done.
She wants to look at students
who are not as engaged as some
of their peers. “We need to find
out who is not engaged and why,”
said Simons.
Pulskamp will present the results to administrators and the
Board of Trustees.
Kathryn Rosenbaum, News Editor
Phone: 745-3607
Newswire-News@xavier.edu

the Sean Miller Show, broadcast
from Ryan’s on Mondays during
basketball season.
Furthermore, “students affected by the staffing adjustments were
notified of work opportunities in
the Cintas catering program and
concessions,” said Lilkeisha Smith,
Marketing Director for Xavier
University Dining Services.
Both working at Ryan’s and
serving at Cintas are customer service jobs, thus the responsibilities
and pay are comparable. Student
workers receive $9 an hour at
Ryan’s and $10 in catering.
However, the “availability of
those opportunities is dictated by
the type, size and schedule of the
event,” said Smith. Thus, students’
schedules may from week to week
and these hours may not make up
for the hours lost at Ryan’s.
Silka wrote in a statement although hours part-time employ-

Newswire photoby Erika Breese

Student workers at Ryan’s Pub face a cut in hours because there is not a need for all the labor originally hired.

ees receive will continue to fluctuate, Chartwells will try to better
communicate this with employees
before surprise changes occur.
Chartwells is also trying to offer paid students opportunities besides serving. However, these may
be temporary or one-time jobs.

For example, students assisted
with a survey for Chartwells.
Many opportunities for student employment, are in the planning stages and are dependent on
Chartwells’ growth on Xavier’s
campus.
Silka wants to develop student

manager positions with the help
of the Entrepreneurial Center.
These positions would allow available work to be dispersed from
one location.
Silka has yet to contact the
Entrepreneurial Center about
starting this program.
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To learn more about the
E/RS program and this
lecture, contact Kathleen
Smythe at 513‑745‑3279
or Elizabeth Groppe at
513‑745‑3734. If you
would like an e‑mail
reminder of these
events, send a request to
ersxavier@yahoo.com.

We invite you to explore the Summer III Student Nursing Experience
with Mayo Clinic in Rochester, Minnesota. This program is for
junior-year students of a four-year baccalaureate nursing program.
The Summer III program is a paid nursing experience that begins
in early June and lasts for 10 weeks. This is a supervised nursing
program that allows students to work alongside an RN Clinical
Coach. This program also provides subsidized housing for
students.
For more information, and to view a short video about the Summer
III program, please visit our website or contact:

Suffering from election
withdrawl?
Get your news fix at
xavier.edu/newswire.

Mayo Clinic
Human Resources, OE-4
200 1st Street SW
Rochester, MN 55905
ph: 800-562-7984
e-mail: summer3@mayo.edu

Application Deadline: January 15, 2009

www.mayoclinic.org/summer3-rst

Classifieds

For classified orders and information, call Ellie Jaqueth at 513-745-3561 or e-mail her at Newswire-AdManager@xavier.edu

Housing
3 bedroom, 1 ½ bath, 2 Family,
Remodeled and Furnished Kitchen,
New Carpets, Mound-view area, $750/
month, No pets. Contact 924-0708.

Available for 2009 school year. 9 houses
two blocks from campus. 2, 3, 4 and 5
bedrooms. Large houses, walk to campus, other student housing immediately
next store. Laundry, fully equipped kitchens, plenty of parking.
616-3798 or email doug.spitz@cbws.
com for information.

HOUSING for the ’09-10 school year.
1 and 2 bedroom apt. 1 bed-$475. 2
bed $350 pp/mo. FREE laundry, FREE
Wi-Fi, off st.prkg, A/C, D/W, deck 10 or
12 month lease options, behind Cintas
Center. Call Pat 513-702-8251

FOR RENT 1-2 BEDROOM Apt
Short term lease, across the street from
XU Financial Aid office
on Dana Ave. Off street parking, newly
remodeled, many extras
Call
for
more
information
513-616-9000
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Fight Night hits campus New board funds
The Martial Arts
student
clubs
Club, Boxing Club
Xavier Newswire
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and Dance Team
join together for a
night of city-wide
competition.

By AMY WINDHORST
Campus News Editor
On Saturday, Nov. 8, Xavier’s
Martial Arts Club, Boxing Club
and Dance Team collaborated to
put on the first ever Xavier Fight
Night.
Boxers came from Miami
University and Northern Kentucky
University to compete with Xavier
students. A large boxing ring was
set up on the Armory floor for the
event.
Boxing was not the only competition. Tae-kwon-do matches
took place—two at one time—on
large floor mats.
The competitors consisted of
members from the Xavier Martial
Arts Club, students from the
University of Cincinnati and individuals from Ahn’s Tae-kwon-do,
a local martial arts establishment.
“The event was not a tournament, but more of an open forum,” said the Martial Arts Club
president, senior Dan Dery.
“It was rather informal, primarily an opportunity for parAmy Windhorst, Campus News Editor
Phone: 745-3607
Newswire-News@xavier.edu

Newswire photo by Amy Windhorst

Xavier’s Ryan Newburn (right) fights his competitor in a Taekwondo match.

ticipants to fight several different
opponents in a semi-competitive
environment.”
The Xavier Dance Team also
offered a performance to begin
the festivities of the evening.
While Fight Night was ultimately a success, parts of the
event appeared disorganized.
After a half-hour delay, there were
still several speed bumps in the
proceedings, including an embarrassing false-entrance and equally
embarrassing performance by the
band, To Be Announced.
The event assumed the audience had familiarity with the format of tae-kwon-do and boxing
matches.
But for students who had little
knowledge of either sport, the
judging might have appeared random or trivial.

Fight Night was held in the
Xavier University Armory, where
the clubs charged $3 for students and $5 for general admission. Concessions were sold
throughout.
Part of the proceeds went to
Xavier’s branch of the Make-AWish Foundation.
Though there are currently no
concrete plans for another Fight
Night on Xavier’s campus, Dery
hopes the tradition will carry on
after he has graduated.
For students interested in getting involved, newcomers can attend Martial Arts Club practices
from 6-8 p.m. on Mondays and
Thursdays in the Armory.
Those interested in the Boxing
Club can contact its president,
senior Shannon Lloyd, for more
information.

By EMily Hoferer
Managing Editor
The Co-Curricular Funding
Board is now available for student inquiries regarding funding
for the clubs, organizations and
programs.
The board is made up of money that was previously dispersed
among other departments, including the president’s office. It is now
all concentrated in one area.
The Co-Curricular Funding
Board will be the other source
of funding for student clubs and
organizations along with Student
Government Association.
According to Dr. Kathleen
Simons, the Associate Provost for
Student Life and Leadership, the
board was created “to eliminate
students going office to office to
get pieces of money to support
programs.”
The fund was not affected by
the recent budget cuts. It includes
$30,000 from the president, Fr.
Michael Graham, S.J., $25,000
from Weekenders and $10,000
from the Intercultural Program
Funding Board. Fr. Graham’s
fund will eventually run out, but
Weekenders and the IPFB are
permanent budget allocations.
Simons also said that her division
of Student Life and Leadership as
well as others will set aside programming money.
The Co-Curricular Funding
Board was an idea from Fr.

The Calendar

Graham. He then gave the task
to Dr. Simons, who assembled a
task force headed by J.B. Bailey,
the assistant director for student involvement. The task force
worked over the summer to form
the board.
Dr. Simons laments that it
was not available for programs in
September and October, but now
that it is operating she is excited to
see where it will go.
SGA President Craig Scanlon
said that the board helps streamline the process for clubs to get
funding.
“The board has a lot more
funds to work with,” said Scanlon.
“Timing is an issue—students will
have to be deliberate and more
prepared, but it will make [receiving funding] easier.”
The application process for the
funding board requires a presentation if the club or organization
is requesting more than $1,000.
They must schedule everything
three weeks prior to their proposed event.
Programs develop when given more time, Simons said. The
board will also require a very detailed budget form.
The board is chaired by Lynda
Simon and includes three faculty, five administrators and two
students.
Applications are available online, through the office of Student
Involvement and through SGA.

A brief look at events for the week of November 12-18, 2008

Wednesday

Thursday
November 13

November 14

Sigma Gamma Rho
Founder’s Day Celebration

Xavier Volleyball Attack on MS

Life After Sunday Holy Power
Hour

X Experience Day Open
House

When: 8:30 p.m.
Where: Bellarmine Chapel

When: 9 a.m.
Where: Cintas Center

Come join Life After Sunday for
an hour of Eucharistic Adoration,
a Catholic form of prayer before
the Most Blessed Sacrament. The
event will include a blend of praise
and worship along with traditional
chant.

Prospective students will be on
campus Saturday morning to
learn about financial aid, student
activities and academic involvement on Xavier’s campus.

November 12

When: 12 p.m.
Where: GSC, first floor
Sigma Gamma Rho will be celebrating their founding date
by giving out cake on the first
floor of Gallagher Student
Center.
David Loy: Healing
Ecology: Buddhist
Reflections on the Planetary
Crisis
When: 7 p.m.
Where: Gallagher Theater
Dr. David Loy, E/RS Besl
Family Chairholder, will give
a lecture entitled “Healing
Ecology: Buddhist Reflections
on the Planetary Crisis.”
Among a wide range of academic experience, Loy is also
an authorized teacher in the
Sanbo Kyodan lineage of Zen
Buddhism.

When: 12-3 p.m.
Where: GSC, first floor
The Xavier Volleyball team is partnering with the National Multiple
Sclerosis Society to raise money
and awareness about the disease.
“Xavier Volleyball Attack on MS”
shirts will be on sale for $10. All
proceeds go directly to NMSS.

Friday

Saturday
November 15

Monday
November 17

Global Crises, Translocal
Uncertainties: Women’s
Survival, the Myth of
Scarcity, & Natural
Resources
When: 7 p.m.
Where: Conaton Board Room,
Schmidt Hall
Nandini Gunewardena, of the
International Development
Studies department at UCLA,
will talk about the food, water
and oil crisis and examine how
it might have real implications
particularly for women.
Music in the Museum
Organ Concert Series/XU
Concert Choir
When: 7:30 p.m.
Where: Terminal Center Museum
Rotunda
Concert recitalist David Briggs
presents a diverse concert
of organ music. The Xavier
University Concert Choir
under the direction of Tom
Merrill will accompany Mr.
Briggs.
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Professor Profile: Dr. Thomas Hayes
November 12, 2008

By MEGHAN Berneking
Assistant Campus News Editor

As someone who has literally grown up around Xavier, Dr.
Thomas Hayes, a professor in
the marketing department, has
seen hundreds of students come,
grow and leave. He shares with the
Newswire his thoughts on students,
vacations and ringtone wisdom.
What classes do you teach?
Marketing
Strategy
and
Marketing Services, primarily.
What degrees do you have?
A B.S. from Xavier in
Psychology; an M.B.A. from
Xavier in Marketing; an M.B.A.
in Organizational Behavior from
University of Cincinnati; Ph.D.
in Marketing from University of
Cincinnati.

Police
Notes
Nov. 3, 4:59 p.m. — Campus
Police assisted a professor in the
A.B. Cohen Center with a student who was banned from their
class due to disruptive behavior.
Nov. 6, 12:29 p.m. — A student reported the theft or loss
of a $3,500 hearing aid from the
student government office in the
Gallagher Student Center.
Nov. 7, 4:20 p.m. — A
Norwood resident reported
ongoing trouble with students
yelling obscenities and slurs in
the neighborhood on or near
Hudson Avenue.
Nov. 8, 1:23 a.m. — Two
students urinating in the Kluener
Plaza behind Alter Hall were cited for underage consumption.
Nov. 8, 3:48 a.m. —
Norwood Police arrested a student on Hudson Avenue for
criminal damage after the subject kicked the side view mirror
off of a parked vehicle.
Nov. 8, 10:06 p.m. —
Campus Police and Residence
Life investigated the report of
someone smoking marijuana on
the second floor of Brockman
Hall. A small amount of alcohol
was confiscated and one student
admitted to smoking marijuana
in the room.

Why Xavier?
This is unofficially my 15th year
at Xavier. My dad started teaching
here in 1957. I started teaching 32
years ago in 1976. I have literally grown up around Xavier. I’ve
been attached in some way, shape
or form for 50 years.

What is your favorite part about
Xavier?
The students. If you don’t like
students, you shouldn’t be in a
university. This is my fourth year
that I’ve had students whose parents I’ve taught also. It’s fun to
see what happens. It’s just really
exciting. My favorite day is the
first day of classes, and my least
favorite is watching everyone pack
up and leave. It’s kind of depressing to watch everyone leave the
dorms.

So I’m either working out or sitting still doing nothing.

What would you be doing if you
weren’t teaching?
Well, my high school vocational test said I should be a military
police officer, so maybe my kids
would agree with that. But I’d like
to think that I’d be in some sort
of adventure field—something
that involved adrenaline. I’ve always said you can do a psychological profile on someone when you
hear their ring tone. My ringtone
is the theme song for “Indiana
Jones,” if that says anything.
Any advice for your students?
I like to use this quote: “You
can either fight change, invest
in change or create change; but
there’s only one sure way to lose.”

Describe your dream vacation.
Simple.
A beach in the
Caribbean, or someplace warm,
with a book, music and an adult
beverage. And with nowhere to
be and nothing to do.
Any particular book?
Something mindless. Some
sort of mystery or detective novel.
Some people may think this is appropriate because they probably
think I’m mindless.
You are on a desert island for an undisclosed amount of time and can only
listen to three songs over and over again.
What are they?
“Amor Narcotico” by Chichi
Peralta, “Moondance” by Van
Morrison, and I guess since I’m
on a beach, “A Pirate Looks at 40”

What is one thing you would change
about Xavier?
That’s a really tough one. Can
we come back to it?
[Later in the interview] All universities tend to have a bias towards
reflection verses a bias towards action. Sometimes I wish we moved
faster, although I realize this is not
always possible.
What do you do in your free time?
I really only have two speeds.

Nov. 9, 1:11 a.m. — A student
was observed walking through
the Health Center lot with a large
amount of alcohol including bottles and cans. The student was cited for underage consumption and
possession of a fake ID card.
Nov. 9, 1:15 a.m. — Campus
Police assisted Norwood Police
with breaking up a loud party on
Ivanhoe Avenue.
Nov. 9, 1:51 a.m. — Campus
Police assisted Norwood Police
with a loud party on Williams
Avenue. The party was broken up
and four students were arrested by
Norwood Police for operating a
disorderly house. A stolen Xavier
construction sign was also recovered from the house.
Nov. 9, 2:51 a.m. — Two students observed tampering with
the reunion weekend tent on the
greenspace were cited for underage consumption. One student
was also cited for possession of a
fake ID card.

Note of the

Week
Nov. 4, 5:30 a.m.
— Campus Police and
Residence Life investigated
the report of an intoxicated
student in Kuhlman Hall
who had wandered into the
wrong room and passed
out in a bed with another
student. The intoxicated
student was awoken and
relocated into the proper
room.

Xavier Newswire

Memorial
dedication
Continued from page 1
are grateful,” said Fr. Al
Bischoff, S.J.
The speakers painted a picture
of Captain Mattingly that was not
only a war hero, but a human as
well.
“Matt made the ultimate sacrifice so that others wouldn’t have
to,” said classmate and friend,
Luke Gordley.
At one point the ceremony
moved outside, where Lt. Col.
Patrick Hampton revealed the
monument. Hampton read aloud
the inscription on the plaque,
which bears Mattingly’s name, date
of death and military decorations.
At one point, Hampton embraced
Mattingly’s mother, who had been
watching the ceremony along with
Matthew’s siblings.
The Armory has also dedicated a classroom to him, entitled
“Capt. Matthew C. Mattingly
Warrior Hall.” A small reception
was held there after the ceremony
had ended.
The love for the memory of
the fallen 30-year-old was evident.
Gordley summed up these sentiments in his closing statement:
“Matt, we miss you, we love you
and we know that you would be
honored by what we are doing
today.”

- Paid Advertisement -
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Crisis and Opportunit y

Chinese is one of the oldest written languages in the world. Although many different
languages and dialects are spoken in China,
there has always been and still only is one
written language. In addition, each written
symbol has the same meaning throughout
all languages and dialects, even though the
symbol is pronounced differently.
There have been times throughout Chinese
history that the only way people from different regions in China could communicate
was through the commonly shared written
language.
Language, then, has served as a very important way to unify a diverse population, particularly a country. As a result of the fact that
all idea cannot be expressed through simple
pictures, the Chinese developed other symbols to represent more complex ideas, and
sometimes even combine certain symbols to
create express certain ideas.
For example, the concept of “good” is expressed in the character
, called hao. This
character is the picture of a kneeling woman
and a child. The reason why good is expressed through this character is because of
the Chinese cultural belief that it is good when
a woman and child are together.
One can understand through this explanation how two characters meaning different
things have historically been placed together
to create a new meaning for another word.
A good example of this is the Chinese word
for crisis, 危机 called weiji. It contains the
character
, called wei which means danger or peril, and the character, called ji,
which means opportunity, or a crucial point.
Literally then, the Chinese symbol for crisis
is the combination of the symbols for opportunity and danger. One could interpret this as
meaning that a crisis presents a moment of
opportunity in a situation of great danger.

The actual and most authentic meaning
of the symbol within the Chinese language is
that a situation has reached an extremely difficult or dangerous point.
The weiji symbol for crisis can become an
opportunity if weiji becomes zhuanji, which
means a turn for the better, a turn into opportunity. It is a commonly accepted belief
that the language of any culture reflects the
understanding that a culture has of itself and
significantly influences how people in that culture think. Therefore, it is not by chance that
the Chinese symbol of crisis is comprised of
the symbols for danger and peril and a crucial
point opportunity.
In reflecting upon the deeper meaning behind the Chinese symbol for crisis, one can
begin to consider how one as an individual
deals with crises when they arise.
Does the use of the word crisis and the definition of the word in English language connect the concept of opportunity with difficult or
dangerous situations?
It seems as though many different aspects
of culture and society would have to change
in order to accommodate such an optimistic
way of thinking about challenging and fearful
situations.
Maybe America and its citizens can take a
lesson from the Chinese in our approach to
deal with crises when they arise.
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EDITORIAL | VETERANS DAY

Veterans Day: ‘all but forgotten’

Each year as the November weather takes hold, Americans remember our military heroes whose sacrifice and service enable us to enjoy
countless freedoms in this great nation.
Yet here at Xavier, Veterans Day passed all but unnoticed, largely
overshadowed by 1-in-4 Day, which, though addressing the important
issue of sexual assault on campus, distracted campus from that spirit of
remembrance.
We say “all but unnoticed” because the Xavier ROTC program did
honor fallen Xavier graduate Capt. Matthew C. Mattingly in a solemn
and touching memorial dedication. Sadly, the event was away from the
heart of campus, and though the small gathering of about 40 people
undoubtedly made the dedication more intimate, it’s a shame that more
students did not participate.
Though Xavier students are largely anti-war advocates, we still must
recognize that peace was not the path always taken in the past, and as
such, we must acknowledge, honor and remember those who stepped
up to protect our country in times of need.
Currently, U.S. troops are fighting a largely unpopular war in Iraq and
returning to a less-than-respectful population. Veterans are not geting
adequate health care or counseling to help them deal with the traumas
of war.
So let’s give them the remembrance and respect they deserve.
Perhaps next year, those planning 1-in-4 Day will hold their event on
a day that does not eclipse another oft-ignored group.

EDITORIAL | TOUGH TIMES

We all could use a pick-me-up

Everybody has seemed pretty down in the dumps lately.
The budget cuts and crises have left some professors and student
workers jobless (or dreading becoming so). The country’s economic
morale is not, shall we say, the most optimistic it’s ever been. People
at Halloween parties go and upset the entire Newswire staff. And the
campus. And to top it all off, urgh: the weather. The skies are cloudy
and gray and spitting rain on our sorry little heads. This is not the way
we imagined crisp November walks to class.
BUT! We won’t tolerate the moping. Here are several activities to
perk your mood right back up and help you remember the good things
in life:
- Go visit a coffee shop. Whether it’s the Coffee Emporium (ask for
a Montezuma’s Revenge—chocolate and chai, yum) or Starbuck’s or
the Speckled Bird; doing work or chatting in a cozy environment always
improves the mood. Some local shops even have live music. Go check
it out!
- Drive up to Jungle Jim’s off of I-75. It is the amusement park of
food. You will never want to shop at boring old Kroger again.
- When it starts snowing, get all your buds together for a hot chocolate-charged study session. Or movie session. Or walk across campus.
- THE FESTIVAL OF LIGHTS IS ALMOST HERE! Who doesn’t
love wandering through the zoo, cup of cider in your hands, admiring
the millions of glowing little lights?
- ICE SKATING IN FOUNTAIN SQUARE IS ALMOST HERE!
Isn’t it wonderful that Xavier still sponsors both of these trips for students? Isn’t it wonderful that we can skate for cheap and fun and STILL
be next to a Graeter’s Ice Cream shop?
On the Web: www.xavier.edu/newswire
The Xavier Newswire is published weekly
throughout the school year, except during vacation
and final exams, by the students of Xavier
University, 3800 Victory Parkway, Cincinnati,
OH 45207-2129.
The Editorials are written by a different staff
member each week and do not necessarily reflect
the sentiments of the entire staff. They are also
not the sole responsibility of the Opinions and
Editorials editor to write.
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Newswire are not necessarily those of the student
body, faculty or administration of Xavier. The
statements and opinions of a columnist do not

necessarily reflect those of editors or general
staff.
Subscription rates are $30 per year or $15 per
semester within the USA and are prorated.
Subscription inquiries should be directed to
John LaFollette, 513-745-3607.
Advertising inquiries should be directed
to Ellie Jaqueth, Advertising Manager, 513-7453561.
One copy of the Xavier Newswire, distributed
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LETTERS

Business minds

It seems like every week that
Darren LaCour bashes business
students, usually in uncalled-for
places such as last week’s article
on dating. He champions Arts and
Sciences students for their “intellectual pursuit” and slams business students for obsessing over
money.
As a marketing and theology
double-major, I have a problem
with this. Is it so wrong that I find
my accounting and finance classes
useful and sometimes challenging? Is it stupid that I would like to
manage my finances intelligently
and understand how the economy
works? According to LaCour, I’m
an idiot. Economics and accounting must be joke classes for those
without brain cells—because it
would be dumb to understand the

financial crisis hitting our economy today. I guess Xavier was idiotic when they gave me my academic scholarship. I think we need to
stereotype less and respect others
more, and LaCour just needs to
shut his mouth sometimes.
Will Geerer | ‘11

Racism reaction

A little birdie told me that it
had dressed up as an African for
a Halloween party and made it
into the Xavier newspaper. I read
no less than three articles about
how the birdie was racist—this
same birdie who I hear hold basic
conversations in Arabic on its cell
phone—this same birdie who voted for Obama. How can how far
we have yet to come since MLK
and the first black president be
discussed in the same newspaper?

The articles were worse than
Fox News and more like the Salem
Witch Trials. How about a little
truth? It was an international costume party. People were dressed
up as all different nationalities.
The eyebrows were natural. Was
Lawrence of Arabia a terrorist? If a Caucasian dresses up as
someone from Africa (the continent for those who don’t know), is
it racist? If someone from Saudi
Arabia dresses up like someone
from Saudi Arabia...
Racism isn’t hard to find, but
this wasn’t the place. Don’t treat a
patient that needs antibiotics with
chemotherapy—and while you’re
busy defining what is culturally acceptable, I’ll be reading Ginsberg
to prepare for literature class.
Devin McNally
University of Cincinnati ‘09

CHARTWELLS FOLLOW-UP

Chartwells responds to student
layoffs, future opportunities
Chartwells regrets that our meet business demands, esperecent staffing changes in Ryan’s cially during semester openings,
Eatery and Pub have created basketball season and campus
hardships for a number of our special events.
student workers.
However, in the future and
In an attempt to minimize when possible, Chartwells pledgthe impact of the scheduling es to better communicate staffadjustments to our workers, ing trends in advance of actual
Chartwells has notified affected scheduling changes to our workworkers of other
ers to minimize
work opportuniany last minute
“In addition, we will
ties through the
surprises.
be more diligent
Cintas Center caIn addition,
in communicating
tering program and
we will be more
concessions.
diligent in comand promoting
If student workmunicating and
other campus
ers are interested in
promoting other
work opportunities
the work and availcampus
work
in catering and
able during schedopportunities
concessions. . .”
uled events, there
in catering and
are on average
concessions to
more work hours available in help student workers maintain
these areas compared to Ryan’s. a minimum level of work hours
Part time work opportuni- during the semester.
ties in Ryan’s and other dining
To support our pledge and
service venues will continue to commitment to our student
fluctuate on a weekly basis to workers, Chartwells is cur-

rently researching the development and potential launch of a
Xavier Dining Service student
job service that would be a
centralized “one stop” work
placement service for all dining
service center work opportunities, including jobs in Ryan’s,
Hoff Dining Hall, Catering
and Concessions.
We envision the service to
be operated completely by student job placement managers.
Any students, faculty or staff
interested in helping us develop
this new enterprise may contact
me directly.
Thank you for the opportunity to serve Xavier University
campus community.
Walter Silka
Senior Director of Dining Services
Xavier Dining Services
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To what would YOU take a wrecking ball?

Amy Windhorst

Emily Hoferer

“The combined egos
John LaFollette and
Andrew Chestnut.”

Darren LaCour

Op-Ed Editor

“The testicles
of Joe Francis,
founder of Girls
Gone Wild. Just
desserts, I think.”

Managing Editor

“The Urine Dump
up at Dayton.”

Katherine Monasterio

Assistant Op-Ed Editor

“Any retail business that already
has its Christmas
decorations up.”

John LaFollette

Editor-in-Chief

“The Creation
Museum in
Petersburg, Ky.”

Kathryn Rosenbaum

News Editor

“CNN’s hologram
machine.”

Stephanie Metz

A&E Editor

“The ridiculous
wreck that is NBC.
Knight Rider?”

photos by Katherine Monasterio

Madeline LaFave

Head Copy Editor

“Alter Hall.”

Relationships start with you
By Andrew Chestnut
Editorial Columnist

In the last year or so, a lot of
people have written about relationships and dating on these
pages, but I have yet to throw in
my two cents, which is rare. When
do I ever sit on the sidelines of a
debate?
The problem with this relationship debate is that it isn’t really a debate. People simply seem
to give their specific account of
how much chivalry is appropriate
and/or dead, how much people
should be committed, whether the
guy should pay for dinner, where
to draw the line at stalking and so
on. Basically, everyone has their
own interpretation of what relationships are and how they should
work. They are unique, like snowflakes, and usually more selfish
than we would realize or admit.
That is why we (students) in live
in a world (college) where so many
relationships are dysfunctional
and doomed for failure. They are
a matter of two people failing to
rectify two different sets of unbelievably high expectations.
People go into relationships
surmising that their significant
other will be an idealized redemption of their existence, the other
half of their heretofore-incomplete soul. Everyone expects to
one day find a person that will
make them happy forever and
ever, but never gives any thought
to being a person that will make
someone else happy forever.
When it becomes apparent that
whomever we are with is not the
end-all-be-all of our life, we lose
interest. You don’t need me to tell
you the trouble that ensues then.

As Tom Cruise said in
“Cocktail,” “All things end badly,
or why else would they end?”
It seems like every relationship is doomed from the start to
end with someone being hurt,
and what’s worse, we all know
it. No one at this age goes into a
relationship looking for a potential husband or wife (and would
never tell you if they did, because
it would sound really creepy). It’s
strange that we agree to enter into
something we know has almost
zero chance of not ending badly.
So why do we do it? I have no
idea, but I will try anyway:
At this point in our lives, we
have been away from home for
some time. For most of us, being away from the people we are
close to takes quite a toll. There is
a strong urge to get close to someone, and we fill in the gaps with
newer, closer friends, to be sure.
But college relationships are
tricky, mainly because people expect so much out of them. We
want a steady notion of closeness
and trust, something like what
many of us experienced in high
school, but that is hard to get because it is hard to give. Our lives
are too crazy, busy and strange to
be that for someone else, yet we
expect that for ourselves.
When I see the problems of
relationships, I also see the problems of life itself. Life seems like
an endless struggle to promote
and defend one’s idealized version
of what life should be. In life, we
are constantly met with failed expectations, because our expectations are unrealistic. In life, we so
often overlook our shortcomings,
choosing to concentrate on what
others are doing wrong.
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There are other
reasons to be proud

with Darren LaCour and Katherine Monasterio

Tuesday night at the Newswire, the staff observed a giant backhoe with a wrecking ball attempt
to demolish the wall behind the library. This amusing sight prompted the question. . .
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I suppose the solution here, to
make relationships and life better, is re-set out expectations and
focus on ourselves. Relationships,
and life, are not always pleasant; in
fact, it is the hard times that give
each character and meaning. Life
and love are as much about bad
as they are good, and we certainly
weren’t placed here to experience
as much good as possible.
Reject the typical, Disney-fied
notion of relationships—and
life—as things that will always
make you happy, because neither
will. And cliché though this may
sound, when bad things happen,
don’t blame someone else; think
about how you can make it better.

By Katherine Monasterio compared to where we started. As
little as 30 or 40 years ago, most
Asst. Op-Ed Editor
adults believed they’d never see
Let’s start with this fact and the progress we’ve made in their
go from there: I’m so proud of lifetimes.
Think about our low poverty
Barack Obama, I can hardly stand
it. I’m completely overjoyed by levels. Think about how you aleverything his victory represents ways have enough to eat (even if
for this country. Last Tuesday, I it’s Ramen 24/7) and that there’s
was torn between bumming at spare change in your pocket.
Think about the quality of edMcCain’s loss and elation over
Obama’s win. Yes, I supported the ucation we’re getting; think about
opposition party, but Obama will how many of our starting salaries
be our next president. I’m ready to will consist of more than anything
stand behind him, and I know he our parents ever dreamed of.
Think about how every single
wants what’s best for the country.
On that note, there’s another night you can go to sleep withreason I was bumming on elec- out fear that your dorm or house
tion night. I heard many friends will be bombed by radicals. You
say and saw many a Facebook sta- can follow whatever religion you
tus that commented something to choose and support any politithe effect of: “For the first time cal issue you like without fear of
persecution.
ever, I am proud of
And in America,
my country.”
Barack
we have not only
The first time?
Obama’s
the power, but the
Really?
right and duty to
I’m not denying
election
we have problems,
shouldn’t mark oppose our own
government when
and I won’t waste your
the first time
it goes wrong. Only
time with a disclaimer
we’re proud of
a handful of other
about how much I
our country.
nations share this
know things already
principle that was
suck. I’m just saying
so obvious to our
that we’re forgetting
we have reasons to be proud of founders.
The next time you think you
America beyond the events of last
week. It upsets me to think how have no reason to be proud, think
easily we take this country for of our nation’s history. Think of
the people who took bullets and
granted.
Just look at our history. Look at bayonets so you could state your
how we shook off the centuries- opinion as freely as you do. Think
long suffocation of the then-most of how you have an iPod in your
powerful country on the planet ears and snacks in your pantry and
using a few ragtag soldiers and a a cross on your necklace.
We have hundreds of things
big idea. Remember those who
have bled because their belief in to be proud of. Our history and
our natural rights was so intense heritage are far greater than any
that they were willing to give their current event. I am proud to live
in a nation that has all but eradivery lives.
Unfortunately, racism is still a cated racism from its people—but
problem for some Americans, but it isn’t the first time I’ll be proud,
look at what we’ve just done as and it definitely won’t be the last.

Well Wired
By Oliver D. Place
So much to do, not enough time to do it. Are your wires burnt? Is your schedule toxic? Are
you having trouble juggling competing responsibilities? Want to reduce the pressure? Well,
Freunde, a study conducted at the University of Frankfurt in Germany concluded that a person’s
immune system can be strengthened by singing. The researchers collected blood samples
from choir members prior to and following a sixty minute rehearsal of Mozart’s Requiem.
When testing these samples, they discovered that concentrations of immunoglobin A and the
anti-stress hormone hydrocortisone had increased significantly during the rehearsal. They
also tested the individuals’ blood the following week after the choir listened to the Requiem
without singing, and found no change in blood composition. So, find some music that you
enjoy singing along with, go some place where you feel comfortable and your roommate isn’t
around, and let loose. It’s good for you!
Source: Journal of Behavioral Medicine
Well Wired is not about stress management but about self management.

www.xavier.edu/health-couns/
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Young Musketeers get learning experience

Inexperienced backcourt, injuries, poor free throw shooting lead to scare in exhibition

By Doug TIFFT

Sports Editor
With a plethora of young players on the roster, the early season
was bound to be a learning experience for Sean Miller and the
Xavier men’s basketball team.
That is precisely what Miller
and his team got on Friday night
in a 79-76 victory over Findlay
University, a Division II power.
The youngest position on the
roster for the Musketeers is the
point guard spot, where Miller relied on sophomore Dante Jackson,
along with freshmen Terrell
Holloway and Brad Redford. The
trio combined for 10 of the team’s
28 turnovers on the night, a statistic that — along with 52 percent free throw shooting by the
Musketeers — helped diminish a
14 point lead with 14:42 remaining into a nail-biting three point
victory.
Despite the ineffective play
from his backcourt, Miller remained optimistic about the prospects of the group.
“[Point guard] is an inexperienced position for us. To judge
them in their first exhibition game
would not be fair to them. They
will be better a week from today, and as the season progresses
that position will become more
stable,” Miller said. “We were in
situations at the end of the game
against pressure, where it was the
first time that this team has really
faced that, and it showed.”
The ineffectiveness of the
backcourt played a large part as
Xavier produced 13 turnovers in

Newswire photo by Erika Bresee

Freshman point guard Terrell Holloway scored six points and dished out four assists, but also committed five
turnovers and shot 2-6 at the free throw line on Friday against Findlay University.

the final 6:44 of the game, which
helped squander Xavier’s lead.
Senior wing B.J. Raymond was upset with his team for committing
the late game errors.
“When the tough got going, we
did not get going,” Raymond said.
“Down the stretch we got outtoughed, and that is something
that we don’t do here at Xavier. We
pride ourselves on our toughness
and tonight it did not show. That
is something that we will change.”

Part of Xavier’s problem down
the stretch was the loss of some
key components.
Junior forward Derrick Brown
— who prior to the game was
named to the watch list for the
John R. Wooden Award, an award
given to the nation’s top player, for
which Xavier point guard Drew
Lavender also recieved a nomination last season — went to the
bench with 8:45 remaining with a
sprained ankle, one that is being

XU adds second forward for 2010

By Doug TIFFT

J.D. Weatherspoon

Sports Editor

The Xavier University men’s
basketball program took another
step in solidifying its talent level
on Nov. 4 when the program received a verbal commitment from
three-star high school junior J.D.
Weatherspoon.
Weatherspoon, a 6’6” forward
attending Columbus’ Northland
High School, is the second recruit in the 2010 class to give
Xavier a verbal commitment after
Maryland power forward Jordan
Latham gave Xavier his word only
two days earlier.
With Weatherspoon, Xavier
gets one of the most athletic players out of the state of Ohio since
Derrick Brown in 2005.
Weatherspoon’s offensive game
is rather unpolished however, as
he relies greatly on his supreme
athletic talents to score around the
rim. This also compensates for a
lack of solid ball handling and ineffective outside shooting.
Weatherspoon’s athletic quickness allows him to be versatile
on defense, effectively guarding
both small forwards and power
forwards.
As a younger player — a 15year-old-junior — Weatherspoon
Doug Tifft, Editor
Phone: 745-3607
newswire-sports@xavier.edu

Strengths:
Athleticsm that allows him to
put on dunking exhibitions,
as well as guard multiple
positions defensively.
WEAKNESSES:
Shooting range does not
extend beyond the key,
ball handling is limited,
undersized for a power
forward in height and
muscle.
Photo courtesy of Rivals.com

J.D. Weatherspoon is rated as the
135th best player in the country and
the fifth best player in Ohio in the
class of 2010 by Rivals.com.

is accustomed to playing the post
in games with younger competition, and may be able to stay on
the block if he grows another few
inches before getting to campus in
2010.
If he does not, then Xavier
will likely be receiving an athletic,
yet undersized, power forward
with the potential to be an NBA
prospect if he develops perimeter
skills.
Either way, the signing of
Weatherspoon is a significant
move for Xavier, as they secure
the services of one of Ohio’s top
players in a year where the state,
particularly southwestern Ohio, is

loaded with talent.
The Musketeers had been
disappointed when they missed
out on commitments from
five-star shooting guard Jordan
Sibbert, a junior at Cincinnati’s
Princeton High School who will
attend Ohio State, four star point
guard Juwann Staten, a junior
at Dayton’s Thurgood Marshall
High School who will stay home
to play for the Flyers, and seemed
to have dropped behind other
big-time programs for five-star
center Adreian Payne, a junior at
Dayton’s Jefferson High School.
Adding Weatherspoon to
Latham keeps Xavier as a viable
recruiting presence in the state
of Ohio, as well as ensuring that
Xavier will have the talent to continue their recent run of NCAA
success.

treated and may keep him to limited action for the first few games
of the season.
Along with Brown, senior C.J.
Anderson had to leave the game
with cramps, and Jackson, the
starting point guard, fouled out of
the game with 2:06 remaining.
“We had C.J. with cramps,
Derrick out, Dante fouled out; it
was the ultimate situation to test
our team,” Miller said. “We had
players in different roles, with a lot
of pressure on them, and that can
do nothing but help us. All of the
practicing in the world can’t make
a team better than the experience
that we went through tonight…
and we are still 0-0.”
Another part of the problem
for Xavier was simply the quality of their opponent. Findlay
came in as the top ranked team

in Division II, and featured the
Preseason Division II Player of
the Year in 6’4” wing Josh Bostic,
who lived up to the hype with 23
points — 22 of which came after
halftime.
“I give Findlay a lot of credit.
They are a veteran team that is in
the hunt to win the Division II
National Championship,” Miller
said. “Their wing player, Bostic,
was undoubtedly the best player
on the court. I would put him in
the category of no matter who we
face the rest of the season, we are
not going to face that many wing
players that are tougher to guard
than him. He is a really, really
good player.”
With the scare behind them,
Xavier now prepares to open the
season against Indiana UniversityPurdue University of Fort Wayne
on Friday, Nov. 14 at Cintas
Center. Many changes will have to
be made to correct the mistakes
that were made against Findlay,
and one of them will be to put
7’0” center Kenny Frease on the
floor more frequently.
“I thought that Kenny was the
most impressive out of our newcomers. He will play more,” Miller
said. “You can see how physically
strong he is close to the basket,
and he is going to be an impact
player for us. We will be more organized, and give him a better opportunity from this point on.”
With Frease seeing a more
prominent role in the frontcourt, and upperclassmen Brown,
Anderson, Raymond and Jason
Love leading the team, there is an
expectation that this Musketeer
team will stabilize quickly from
their exhibition woes.
Still, Miller will have to find
a way to expatiate the learning
curve of his young backcourt, or
else Friday night will not be the
only time that Xavier fans experience unexpectedly heart-pounding endings this season.

Swimmers strong at EMU
By Scott MUeller

Asst. Sports Editor
The Xavier University swim
team competed against Eastern
Michigan and Akron on Saturday
at Eastern Michigan University.
Sophomore Nathan Greene
turned in a strong performance,
winning both the 200 and 500
Free events. Greene was also part
of the second place 400 Medley
Relay team with senior Matt
Marcus, and sophomores Terence
Mahon and John Roof.
Sophomore
John
Nolan
touched the wall first in the 100
Fly and was part of the 400 Free
Relay that finished first. The team
consisted of all sophomores, including Nolan, Andrew Viglione,
Andy Knight and Michael Franke.
For the women, sophomore
Kari Peglar finished in the top
three in the 200, 500 and 1000
Free.
The 400 Free Relay team of
Peglar, juniors Elaina Suba and
Alison Johnson and sophomore
Bethanie Griffin finished third.

Photo courtesy of GoXavier.com

Sophomore Nathan Greene won
both the 200 and 500 Freestyle.

The Musketeers’ next meet will
be Nov. 14-15 in Indianapolis,
when they take on host Indiana
University-Purdue
University
at Indianapolis, Saint Louis
University and the University of
Wisconsin at Milwaukee.
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By Ken Burton

Staff Writer
After a rough and tumble year,
full of the growing pains and adversity that are to be expected of
a young squad, the Xavier men’s
soccer team brought their season
to a close on Friday night.
While the current team will
be looking ahead to next season,
for Xavier seniors it’s a time to
reflect.
Friday’s matchup with Dayton
marked the last time Tommy
Clines, Jimmy Cummings, Joe
Diederich, Michael Scholten and
Adam Sokolowski donned the
Xavier blue.
The Musketeers, in front of a
season high 423 raucous fans, rallied together to send its seniors
off in grand fashion.
Senior keeper Sokolowski
staved off numerous first half
Flyer offensive attacks to preserve
a scoreless tie at the break, and junior Jake Vollmer netted the game
winning goal just over three minutes into the second half.
The Flyers, who were vying for
the top spot in the A-10 tournament with only one conference
loss, sensed defeat and an offensive onslaught ensued.
The Flyers would record 14

Newswire photo by Dani Meiners

Junior Jake Vollmer scored the only
goal in Xavier’s 1-0 win over Dayton.

shots in the second half of the
match, as many as the Musketeers
had the entire game.
It was Sokolowski though that
came through, recording seven
saves on his way to recording the
Musketeer’s third shutout win of
the season.
With the win, Xavier improved
to 3-12-3 overall and a 2-5-2 in
the Atlantic 10. The story of this

Musketeer team cannot be told
numerically, however.
The Musketeers kicked off with
two preseason wins and looked to
be on the right track.
But, as the season progressed
the young team struggled mightily
with one of the nation’s toughest
non-conference schedules.
It wasn’t until Oct. 4, halfway through the season, that the
Musketeers found their first win.
With personnel changes in net
and the desire to find cohesiveness
amongst his talented, yet young,
squad, coach Dave Schureck was
in search of his team’s identity the
entire year.
The team began to see the benefits of the lineup changes and a
tough non-conference schedule
when conference play began.
The team recorded two wins
and two ties in that short span —
more wins and ties than they had
the entire first half of the season.
While it took some time, as
most expected with such a young
team, the Musketeers finally found
their stride by beating Dayton on
Friday.
While the five seniors will surely be missed, the promise of next
year should leave all Musketeer
fans pleased.

McKenna rewriting recrord books

Newswire photo by Dani Meiners

Junior Mary Beth MeKenna set a new Xavier school record for a 36 holes, with a one-under-par 143.

By tyler grote

Staff Writer
The women’s golf team received
a nice break from the rain and 45
degree weather that Cincinnati has
recently been blessed with when
they had the opportunity to travel
to California to compete in the
Lamkin Cup/ Cal Poly Women’s
Invitational on Nov. 3-4.
Mary Beth McKenna took center stage as she won the individual
title at the Cypress Ridge Country
Club in Arroyo Grande, Calif.
How she did it was even more
impressive.
McKenna shot one-under-par
with a total score of 143, winning
the invitational by three strokes at
the par-72 event.
Her score put her ahead
of Jennifer Bermingham of
California Riverside, the 2006 and
2007 winner, and Cristina Corpus
of San Jose State.
McKenna’s medal-winning per-

formance marks the first medalist
honor since former Musketeer Jill
Stein, who won the Butler Spring
Invitational in 2003.
McKenna opened the tournament with a score of 69, which accounts for the best 18-hole score
in Xavier history.
She joins the ranks of former Musketeers and teammates,
Kathleen Hardy (’05), Abby
Fowler (’03), and current Xavier
senior Lindsay Cornell, who all
share the score of 69.
There were 18 schools that
competed in this two day event,
and McKenna’s outstanding performance led Xavier just over
Portland University to land a
tie for ninth place with Drake
University.
Her achievement did not go
unnoticed; McKenna was named
the Colonial Athletic Association
Performer of the Week, an
award that has not been held by a

Musketeer since Sarah Sparks won
it in March of 2004 following a
fifth place finish in the Northern
Illinois University Springlake
Classic.
The Musketeers provided a stellar performance, but the day belonged to San Jose State, who ran
away with the invitational as they
finished with a total score of 598,
leaving second place Sacramento
State in the dust. They finished
twelve strokes behind with a final
score of 610.
It’s been a rough year for the
Musketeers as 7th place becomes
the best they’ll finish this fall,
when McKenna again led the
Musketeers in the UC Fall Classic
with a low-round score of 76, tying
with teammate Audrey Fellmeth.
The women will not see action
again until 2009, when they are
scheduled to compete in the Red
Rocks Invitational held in Sedona,
Ariz. on Feb. 28.
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Sophomore All-American candidate Ta’shia Phillips scored 20 points,
grabbed 18 rebounds and recorded seven blocks in an exhibition loss to the
OGBR Legends.

By Ken Burton

Staff Writer
The Xavier University women’s
basketball took a hit to their lofty
expectations on Nov. 4 with a 75-67
loss to the Ohio Girl’s Basketball
Report (OGBR) Legends.
Head Coach Kevin McGuff
and his nationally recognized
Musketeers knew things would
be much tougher when star junior
forward Amber Harris went down
with a potentially season-ending
knee injury in the first week of
practice.
Just how tough things would
be was unknown until last week’s
exhibition matchup with the
Legends.
The Musketeers, picked to win
the Atlantic 10 and ranked as a
top 16 team by USA Today before
Harris’ injury, struggled against
OGBR in their first test without
Harris.
Ta’Shia
Phillips
shouldered much of the load for the
Musketeers, scoring 20 points
and grabbing an eye-opening 18
rebounds.
The double-double was nothing new for Phillips, after she led
the team with 18 such games a
season ago.
Seniors Tudy Reed and Jerri
Taylor, the senior leaders on
this Musketeer squad, did their
part with 15 and 14 points
respectively.
Junior Dee Dee Jernigan, a
newcomer to this Muskie squad
after transferring from Rutgers
University following their NCAA
Runner-Up season in 2006-07,
also registered double-digits, pouring in 11 points.
Sophomore guard Special
Jennings also added five assists
and a steal on the night.
Despite the well-balanced scoring attack, the home team just

couldn’t do enough to hold off
the Legends in the end.
Before jumping off the bandwagon, fans are urged to consider
these few points:
The OGBR Legends are a
group of former college stars—
four of whom have played in the
WNBA—that assemble to play in
exhibition games against division
one opponents.
While Legends have been at full
strength, playing top-caliber teams
for weeks, this was Xavier’s first
test of the season and more importantly, one that doesn’t count.
The scoring attack is a balanced
one, and Taylor has continued
her dead-eye shooting from behind the arc, hitting four of seven
threes last week.
Already a standout in the A-10
as an injured freshman last year,
Phillips is now healthy and already
dishing out plenty of points in her
sophomore campaign.
In addition, Phillips was also
recently honored by being selected as one of only 30 college players on the John R. Wooden Award
Preseason Watch List. Of those,
one player will be chosen at the
end of the season to receive the
most prestigious individual honor
in college basketball, the Wooden
Award.
While the Musketeers will need
to improve their defense in time
for the regular season after allowing 50 percent shooting from
both the field and beyond the arc,
they still look poised to successfully power through a challenging
schedule this season.
Last week’s matchup with the
OGBR Legends was the only
exhibition for the Musketeers.
Xavier will open its regular season
at home on Friday, Nov. 14 against
Robert Morris at 2 p.m. as part of
the Preseason WNIT.

For continuing coverage
of the Xavier men’s
and women’s basketball teams
check out the Xavier Newswire
blog at
xavier.edu/newswire
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Visit local record stores and shake up your music
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venture into Bearcat country
may have noticed Mole’s modest sign near the University of
Cincinnati’s campus. The store
mostly caters to classic rock
enthusiasts, and, while reasonably
priced, it can be surmised that it
stays afloat through DVD sales.
Many will appreciate the owners
tremendous knowledge of Frank
Zappa and similar artists.
Some current artists can be
found throughout the tiny store
when sifting through baskets formerly used by the local postal service, but it takes a vast amount of
courage to venture into the back
room, where unwanted records go
to die.

BY Felipe
Garcia-Wasnich

Staff Writer

The music industry was dealt
a harsh blow in late 2006 when
Tower records closed all of their
U.S. stores. The decline of music
sales reflected the growing trend
toward illegal downloading and a
preference of digital over physical
product.
With the advent of iTunes and
other digital musical sources, independent record stores struggle to
keep their heads above the waves
of liquidation. However, some local stores refuse to quit.
Everybody’s Records
6106 Montgomery Rd.
Pleasant Ridge, Ohio 45213
(513) 531-4500
The closest record store to
Xavier’s campus, Everybody’s
Records has been a part of the local community for over 30 years.
With walls that resemble an angsty teenager’s bedroom populated
by promotional posters and rock
memorabilia, Everybody’s has the
feel of a classic record store.
The music selection in this
audiophile’s treasure trove has
something for everyone. Indeed,
Everybody’s proves record stores
are not just for hipster snobs and
aging, tattooed rockers.
An incredibly vast collection
of rap on CD and vinyl (new and
used) has a heavy prominence

Photo courtesy of shakeitrecords.com

within the store. Hip-hop enthusiasts can choose from popular artists such as 50 Cent, or more left
of the dial music.
Lovers of rock and punk music also have a plethora of choices. Everybody’s Records seems
to hold the most extensive punk
selection in the city. Everybody’s
solid punk vinyl collection could
leave the average customer astonished at the amount of demonic
band names that would have otherwise never crossed their mind.
Those interested in Indie, alternative and classic rock have
nothing to fear; Everybody’s
has a great assortment for them

as well. However, the pride of
Everybody’s is its prime jazz collection, which goes way beyond
staples like Miles Davis and John
Coltrane’s albums.
Everybody’s staff members are
not stereotypical record store employees. Both forthcoming and
friendly they are not just willing to
suggest artists or assess albums,
but are eager to help clientele, regardless of taste.
Mole’s Record Exchange
111 Calhoun St.
Cincinnati, Ohio 45219
(513) 861-6291
Those daring enough to

Shake It Records
4156 Hamilton Ave.
Cincinnati, Ohio 45223
(513) 591-0123
Located in the artistic neighborhood of Northside, Shake It
Records is perhaps the captain of
its niche industry. Not only a landmark record store but a record
label and small venue, Shake It is
the perfect embodiment of the
words “independent record store.”
Aloof, yet incredibly knowledgeable employees roam the cramped
aisle in tight sweaters.
The store’s book collection
contains all the essentials for beatniks, artists, rouge musicians and
pretentious critics. The division
between CDs and vinyls purposefully separates the men from the

North Face and flip-flops simultaneously. This does not make
any sense. How is it possible to
be both warm enough for flipflops, yet cold enough to warrant
a North Face? If you pull out a
North Face, wear real shoes.
Besides jackets and coats, leggings and dresses are popular
for women this fall. Leggings
can be a tricky trend to wear, so
when deciding if leggings are appropriate with an outfit, I follow
this rule of thumb: leggings cannot take the place of jeans. Thus,
they can’t be worn with the same
fitted shirts that are appropriate
for jeans.
Many people only break out
dresses in the summer with cute
sandals. However, fall dresses offer many options to look stylish
and cute. I wear dresses because
they welcome layering, which is
essential for fall. Leggings with
dresses are an appropriate combo
to stay warm when the weather
starts to become cooler.
Lighter dresses do not have to
be put away for the fall. As long
as the pattern is not too summery
and the fabric is not too light, it is
possible to layer basic long sleeve
shirts or turtlenecks to make them
fall-appropriate.
Scarves and boots can also
help transform a short dress into
an appropriate fall staple.
Men’s trends do not change as
dramatically from year to year as
do those for women, which makes
me happy that I am a girl and can
have more options.
If you usually stick to sports
jerseys and basketball shorts, a

way to dress up a fall wardrobe
is with crew neck sweaters in
brown or beige. Underneath these
sweaters, a collared shirt is usually
a good move.
Leather is a popular fabric for
fall. However, leather jackets are
probably not the most appropri-

ate attire for college-age guys to
wear because you run the risk of
looking like you stepped out of a
time warp.
Being well-dressed is an important skill to have in life. After we
leave the Xavier bubble, hoodies
and jeans will not impress poten-

Shake It Records is located in Northside, which is considered one of
Cincinnati’s funkiest neighborhoods.

boys.
The music collection is extensive, including world beat,
jazz, punk, alternative, Indie and
classical.
Country fans may feel isolated
due to their favorite albums’ location in the store, but this could
hardly be on purpose.
This store specializes in the obscure. Genres that have generally
been rejected by the mainstream
can be found in abundance at
Shake It.
Those interested in avantgarde rock and electronic music
could spend hours on the store’s
lower level sifting through albums
by Chemical Brothers and Philip
Glass. For any left-of-the-dial find,
Shake It is certainly top notch.
With frequent in-store shows
by touring bands and the enjoyable musty smell, this Northside
fixture provides the authentic record store experience.
Parker’s Records & Comics
1222 Suite C Rt. 28, Milford,
Ohio 45150
(513) 575-3665
Certainly not worth the halfhour journey, Parker’s is not what
its website indicates. Thrown in
among the hair salons and fast
food chains of Milford, it stands
as an oasis for any comic book
lover who can be suckered into
paying above collector’s price for
a shoddy vinyl. No music lover
should bother making the trek.

Master fall fashion with a few pointers
By Kathryn Rosenbaum
News Editor

Although the weather may suggest otherwise, we are in the middle of fall. With this comes football, apple pie and, my favorite,
fall wardrobes. Fall and early winter wardrobes are my favorite because of their rich colors, textures
and the possibility for layering.
It is not cold enough to bundle
up with a ski jacket that makes you
look like a marshmallow blob, but
it should be cool enough to retire
the shorts and flip-flops for five
or six months.
Put away your sandals for the
fall and winter season and wear a
real pair of shoes! Also; take note
that there is no bigger fashion
faux pas than wearing sandals and
socks.
As much as I love sundresses,
as soon as fall teases us with crisp
air, I am ready to find my jackets,
boots and sweaters.
Jackets are my favorite fall
piece, for both men and women.
A signature jacket in a rich jewel
tone like purple or ruby (for women), a distinct pattern like plaid or
houndstooth, or a heavy texture
like wool can make a statement or
dress up a casual outfit.
North Face jackets are probably the most stereotypical winter
clothing item for college students.
I own one myself and can’t argue
against them.
However, they are ubiquitous
and become a risk to wear to a
party, as you might go home with
someone else’s black North Face.
I do object, however to wearing a

tial employers and may prohibit
future opportunities.
Everyone has a diverse sense
of style and need not follow every trend, but no one should
have a sloppy or tired wardrobe.
Experiment with trends you like
and find what works for you.

Dancing with the (Xavier) stars

Newswire photo by Jess Thimons

Senior Hamilton Lyons and the infamous Blue Blob take on the cha cha as part of Xavier’s own version of
Dancing with Stars on Tuesday night, sponsored by Dance Marathon and the Resident Student Association.

Arts&Entertainment
‘Power Plays’ to be wild ride BRIEFS
Xavier Newswire

Stephanie Metz, Editor
newswire-diversions@xavier.edu

BY Nora Heink
Asst. Arts & Entertainmetn Editor

This weekend, Xavier Players
presents its fall studio production
of “Power Plays.”
The show, directed by professor Cheryl Couch, is a set of
three zany, one-act plays by veteran comics Elaine May and Alan
Arkin.
The play’s absurdist, sketchcomedy humor is a tribute to both
writers’ Second City beginnings.
May and Arkin originated the
show’s wacky characters when
it opened in 1998, performing
alongside their daughter and son,
respectively.
Each sketch delves into the
frenzied world of characters obsessed with control and coercion.
“It’s got an amusement park feel
to it,” said junior Ann Fiegen, one
of the show’s performers. “There’s
something for everyone.”
The first act is titled “The Way
of All Fish,” and features sophomore Lauren Yadlosky as a domineering executive and Fiegen as
her mousy secretary.
During the act, the duo shares
wine and sushi in their office one
night, when the dinner conversation turns into a series of hysterical role-reversals and startling
discoveries.
In the second act entitled
“Virtual Reality,” sophomore
Alex Craven and freshman Brian
Hartzell play two men meeting
late at night for unspecified but
decidedly shady reasons.
The sketch escalates into frenzied wackiness as the seedy characters get down to business.
The third and most raucous
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1939 Gallery

The Society for Visual Arts
invites everyone to stop by to see
outstanding student and faculty
art on display from 6-9 p.m. on
Friday, Nov. 14 at 1939 Cleneay
Ave. “Vegans Gone Wild” will
also be performing.

24-Hour Theater

Want to act/write/direct but
don’t have time? Sign up to be a
writer, director, or actor for the
24-Hour Theater event sponsored
by Xavier Players. The fun begins
when scripts are written on the
evening of Friday, Nov. 21 and
continues until Saturday, Nov. 22
when the plays are performed.
Contact Alex Craven at cravena@
xavier.edu.
Newswire Photo by Erika Breese

Junior Ann Fiegen and sophomore Lauren Yadlosky during a rehearsal of
“The Way of All Fish,” Act I of “Power Plays.” The script for “Power Plays”
was written by Second City alums Elaine May and Alan Arkin.

act, “In and Out of the Light,”
presents junior Stuart McNeil as
a dentist besotted by a new nurse,
played by junior Katie Casdorph,
working in his office.
Hilarity ensues as the dentist’s son, junior Peter York, and
a crazed patient, freshman Zoe
Teets, enter the scene.
The Players will be performing
“Power Plays” for more than just
the Xavier and local communities.
Judges
representing
the
American College Theater Festival
will be adjudicating this weekend’s
production for a potential performance at the organization’s
regional festival in January at
Saginaw State University and at

the Kennedy Center for the spring
national festival.
Each year the Players vote on
a play to be adjudicated for the
festival.
Director Cheryl Couch said
that students will like the show’s
blend of improvisational-styled
antics coupled with smart jokes.
“It’s a game,” she said of the
production’s fast-paced humor.
“And it’s got several different flavors of funny.”
The show runs from Thursday,
Nov. 13 through Sunday, Nov. 16.
All performances are at 7:30 p.m.
in the Gallagher Studio Theatre.
Tickets are $5 in advance and $6
the day of the performance.

SAS Movie Night

The South Asian Society presents Deepa Mehta’s film “Earth”
from 6-8:30 p.m. on Thursday,
Nov. 13 in the Third Floor Lounge
of the Commons. The movie
deals with the partition between
India and Pakistan in 1947 and the
tension between religious sects. A
Diwali 2008: The Evolution of
Dance ticket will be raffled off.

Cincinnati Museum
Special Exhibit

SAC is still providing free tickets and transportation to the China
Now exhibit at the Cincinnati Art
Museum. The exhibit highlights
modern Chinese art and culture.
Buses will be leaving tentatively
at 2 p.m. and returning at 4 p.m.
on Sunday, Nov. 16. Sign-ups are
in the SAC office while space is
available.
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Live Wires
(week of Nov. 9)

Matt and Kim

7 p.m., 11/18 @ Mad
Hatter, $10

Down
8 p.m., 11/15 @ Bogarts,
$28.50

Donnie Witt
8 p.m., 11/15 @ Madison
Theater, $5

The Eagles
8 p.m., 11/18 @ US Bank
Arena, $50

New Releases
(as of Nov. 11)

Taylor Swift

“Fearless”
Big Machine Records

Enya
“And Winter Came”
Reprise

David Archuleta
“David Archuleta”
Jive

T-Pain
“Thr33 Ringz”
Jive

Oscar contenders coming to a theater near you
BY Stephanie Metz
Arts & Entertainment Editor

Ah, the chill of fall in the air
and holiday season right around
the corner can mean only one
thing in the arts and entertainment world. If you guessed the
over-hyped Hollywood awards
scene, then you’re right on target.
With every movie critic hawking his or her favorites for this
season’s Oscar nods and analyzing how much cachet a particular
movie will have with Academy voters, awards season can sometimes
resemble the animosity of say, a
presidential election. It seems like
I’ve been hearing Oscar buzz associated with every decent movie to
come out since mid-July. I mean,
isn’t everything in Hollywood political anyway? Does it even matter how good the movie is so long
as their Oscar campaign impresses
the right people?
While the cynic in me feels comfortable scoffing at the Oscar machine, the movie lover in me can’t
help but be excited at the prospect
of the holiday film season and
the countdown to the Oscars. So,
to be taken with a grain of salt, I
humbly add my voice to the din
of the ‘Oscar buzz.’
“Australia”
The sweeping World War II
epic that is “Australia” seems a
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Daniel Craig takes a break from the Bond franchise to star in “Defiance.”

shoo-in for the Academy’s short
list. Director Baz Luhrmann’s previous films, “Strictly Ballroom,”
“Romeo and Juliet” and “Moulin
Rouge!,” otherwise known as
the ‘Red Curtain Trilogy’ are all
known for their quirky sensibility. Can Luhrmann’s over-thetop style capture the elegance and
tragedy of WWII?
The film tells the story of a
well-bred English woman (Nicole
Kidman, former Oscar winner for
“The Hours”) and an Australian
cowboy (Hugh Jackman) who find
themselves caught up in the chaos
of WWII when the Japanese attack Australia. A tale of cowboys,
war, rugged landscape and beautiful actors evoking the Hollywood
glamour of the 1940s. What’s not
to love? “Australia” opens in the-

aters on Nov. 26.
“Gran Torino”
Classic cowboy-turned-director Clint Eastwood offers “Gran
Torino” for the viewing pleasure
of audiences and critics alike. As
with his last hit, “Million Dollar
Baby,” Eastwood both stars and
directs. Echoing “Crash’s” complicated portrayal of racism in
America, “Gran Torino” is the
story of a 78-year-old man (Clint
Eastwood) who is a crotchety, unapologetic racist, but one who also
stands up to the gangs harassing
his Chinese-American neighbors.
This may be Eastwood’s last
opportunity to win the Best Actor
Oscar, as he has said he prefers
directing over acting.
“Gran
Torino” premieres Dec. 17.

“The Curious Case of Benjamin
Button”
An interpretation of an F.
Scott Fitzergerald story of the
same name, “The Curious Case
of Benjamin Button” stars Brad
Pitt as a man who ages backward.
He’s born a wrinkled old man
who becomes more and more
youthful as the film progresses.
The film is also similar to Andrew
Sean Greer’s 2004 novel “The
Confessions of Max Tivoli.”
Brad Pitt’s makeup alone seems
worthy of an Oscar, and the
Academy traditionally loves roles
where attractive actors forego
their good looks to get into character. Tilda Swinton and Cate
Blanchett costar. “The Curious
Case of Benjamin Button” opens
Dec. 25.
“Defiance”
The theme of fighting back
against all odds also gives
“Defiance” a good chance of
resonating with critics and Oscar
voters. The film is based on a true
story and centers on three brothers (Daniel Craig, Liev Schreiber
and Jamie Bell) who hide from the
Nazis in the forests of Eastern
Europe and form an underground
society.
Despite all odds, this resistance
group eventually mounts a military
attack against the Nazis. After
Craig’s acclaimed turn as Bond,

James Bond in “Casino Royale”
and this weekend’s “Quantum
of Solace,” this emotional role
may garner him points with the
Academy.
The story of a downtrodden group or character fighting against those in power is
emotionally gripping and seems
primed for a Best Picture nod.
“Defiance” opens Dec. 31.
“Doubt”
After rave reviews on Broadway,
the Pulitzer-Prize winning play
“Doubt” will be released as a
movie this season. The story takes
place in the 1960’s in a Catholic
parish where a nun (Meryl Streep)
accuses the pastor (Philip Seymour
Hoffman) of abusing a young boy
in the parish.
Costar and Academy-Award
nominee Amy Adams will be able
to flex her dramatic acting chops
after a loveable turn in last year’s
“Enchanted.”
This film could be a possible
nominee in both Acting and Best
Picture categories with such a pedigreed cast. Streep has won two
Oscars, one in 1980 for “Kramer
vs. Kramer” and the other in 1983
for “Sophie’s Choice.”
Hoffman won an Oscar for his
portrayal of writer Truman Capote
in 2006’s “Capote.” “Doubt”
opens Dec. 12.
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You hear the one-in-four statistic over and over again, but until you talk to that one in
four it means nothing. I, Laura Collier, am one. I was raped about a year ago right here
at Xavier. I was living a normal college lifestyle, engaging in all of the activities that I
am sure many of you do—drinking, partying and hooking-up. It is our culture, and I was
no exception. I was a pre-med student, getting good grades and staying involved; but
I took the phrase ‘work hard, play hard’ seriously. I was not a stranger to drinking on
Thursday, Friday and Saturday nights, even the occasional Tuesday. So you are wondering what my point is? Well, when I was raped, this lifestyle came back to haunt me...
The 1-in-4 national average—one in
four college women has been a victim of
rape*—is a reality on our campus: one in
four Xavier women are victims of rape or
sexual assault. Laura Collier, a junior, is one
of these Xavier women. Laura has come to
share her story with the Xavier community
through the Newswire.
The daunting task of sharing such a
personal and emotional story is negated by
her passionate drive to educate the student
body and the greater Xavier community on
the issue. The problem of sexual assault
and rape is real and taking place on Xavier’s
campus as we speak.
Laura’s story articulates the importance
and necessity of spreading awareness of its
presence, so that we may truly live up to
the Jesuit ideals with dialogue and create a
culture of understanding.
Laura is part of the five percent of rape
cases that are even reported on college
campuses, and was shocked at the lack of
understanding she encountered:

...Regardless of what actually happened on the night I was raped, it
was held against me that I had a
history of drinking, hooking-up and
partying. I was blamed by almost
all of my peers, often stating I
asked for it because of my behavior. I had lawyers question my education, economic status, job, etc.
as they stereotyped me simply because I had “claimed” a man had
raped me. I was appalled to have
people look at me and talk to me in
such a negative and blaming manner, especially those of the Xavier
community. I expected more—I expected Xavier to stand behind me...
The “Xavier” Laura referred to is
not Xavier the institution, as Xavier the
University and Campus Police have set procedures and implemented programs for instances like these. Rather, Laura is talking
about the attitude of the Xavier culture.
It seemed to Laura as though no one
cared that she was raped. Xavier life continued on as if nothing had even happened.
The media regularly portrays the rape of a
woman, or the ideas coinciding, as socially
acceptable, so it is often treated as such. So
the statistic that 84 percent of college men
who commit rape think what they did was
“definately not rape” is not surprising. The
only one dealing with the reverberations of
this crime is Laura, the victim.
Laura had not given informed consent,
and it was not her fault. Rape is the only
crime where the victims have to prove their
innocence—she was already doing that in
court, but she felt like she had to prove this
on campus as well:

...Without skipping a beat, the next
night everyone was out drinking
again. No one considered my situation seriously. I could tell that most
blamed me. A few closer friends
thought they were helping me by
assuring me that ‘people will forget
about it,’ as if gossip was my primary concern. In reality, their support
was unhelpful. I felt alone, strug-
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By Madeline LaFave
Feature News Editor
Story by Laura COllier
Survivor, Class of 2010

One-in-Four Day
gling with the idea of blaming myself as everyone else had. The rest
of Xavier was still out partying, and
I had to tell complete strangers intimate details of that terrible night...

Laura felt as though her encounters
showed a lack of awareness of what being
raped was about. She continued on with
her daily college routine of classes, work,
etc., all the while dealing with post-traumatic stress including flashbacks.
Laura described the lengthy and the
emotional process of dealing with the reactions from teachers and peers, and dealt
almost daily with details of the trial as well:
pressing and accusatory questioning from
lawyers, invasive detective work and being
truthful about her past excessive behavior with alcohol, all the while standing her
ground as an innocent victim.
Having to leave classes to answer calls
from detectives and lawyers as a sophomore
in college, Laura, not by choice, was often
forced to remove herself socially because
of her situation:

Newswire photo by Erika Bresee

Laura Collier (left) and Emily Vassil (right) lead a discussion Tuesday night about different
ways students at Xavier can raise awareness of the problem of rape and what can be done to
eliminate it. The talk was a part of 1 in 4 Day, which is meant to raise awareness of the problem
and bring about change.

In past Xavier cases,
it has been common for
victims to leave campus
due to alienation and
struggle with negative
reactions from the community. In staying, it is
still an everyday struggle
for Laura. Rather than
avoid the situation, as
most victims of rape do
not report to the police.
Laura decided to be proactive about the issue.
As a survivor, she has
empowered herself by
starting Xavier Students
Against Sexual Assault
Newswire photo by Erika Bresee
with Vassil and other
The 1 in 4 shirt was worn by many students Tuesday, raising
awareness of the fact that one in every four college women nation- Xavier survivors. Rape
is not just a women’s iswide are victims of rape or sexual assault.
sue. It is a societal is...I awoke each and every day deal- sue, and affects men and women alike.
ing with the psychological, emoXSASA works through the Advocate
tional and physical effects that
Program, whose mission is “To support
this experience had on me. It was and empower victims of sexual assault,
rape, any form of discrimination, stalking
hard to find people who understood—my support system con- and relationship violence,” according to Dr.
Jenkins, who formed the Advocate Program
sisted mainly of Dr. Jenkins of the
Advocate Program and a separate four years ago along with Dr. Christine
Anderson of the history department.
counselor on campus. It was not
“We would also like to educate as much
until I met another victim, Emily
of the Xavier community as possible about
Vassil, that I felt someone truly these issues and consequently work on and
understood where I was coming encourage prevention.” With the help of
from. We had experienced similar the Advocate Program, Laura was able to
negative reactions from the Xavier stay strong throughout the lengthy process.
The implementation of XSASA has alcommunity, but both decided to
ready
made an impact on campus, and efremain on campus. We wanted to
forts
by
Laura and others involved with the
stay at Xavier because we felt that
program
such as 1-in-4 day as their first
we had to do something to change
awareness
initiative, have pushed the unithe culture. More than anything,
versity to address the issues more openly.
we wanted to prevent this from
happening to another woman...

...I am in no way sharing some of
my story for my own benefit. I am
sharing this because I think it is
important that our campus gets a
glimpse into the reality of this problem. It is a serious issue for women
and men alike, I do not want anyone to have to go through what I
have been through. I am asking
each of you to take this issue to
heart, please consider it seriously—it is not all that far-fetched to
say that you could be another one
in four. Once our community recognizes this as a serious problem,
we can then move forward with
change through further awareness
and education. Educate yourself.
Be sure you know what the difference between rape and informed
consent are before it is too late.
The teal shirts and bracelets worn
Tuesday by students, teachers and others
may be lost among the jackets and long
sleeves worn in the cold weather.
But they are there regardless, as a sign of
rape’s presence everywhere whether we are
aware of it or not. Maybe it isn’t always apparent—covered up, shut away or considered socially unacceptable, but today, Xavier
Students Against Sexual Assault is trying to
change this. Since the organization’s start,
other students have come forward to share
their names and stories.
These women are not alone. How many
more friends, sisters, daughters or mothers
will it take until this is realized?

*We use the female pronoun in this statistic because less
than one percent of rape victims are men.

